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Methodological Question Being Addressed 
Assess the utility of smartphone-based passive data to help determine the local context of an 
individual (e.g., social interactions, weather patterns, location of daily activities, distance 
traveled) and it’s association with behavioral anomalies. 
 
Introduction 
Smartphones have the potential to help address barriers such as access, cost, stigma, and              
shortage of mental health professionals including language that prevents people with mental            
health issues seek help in a timely fashion. While promising the utility and effective usage of                
smartphones in characterizing patient behavior is unclear and an important area for research.             
We will summarize the key learnings from two large-scale (> 2,000 enrolled people) fully mobile               
clinical trials Brighten(v11 and v22)targeting depressed individuals highlighting the opportunities          
and challenges in using smartphones for active and passive assessment of depression. 
 
Methods 
In total 7,433 people responded and were screened for eligibility from throughout the US. Adults               
(18 years and older) with mild to severe depression as determined by a Patient Health               
Questionnaire [PHQ-9] score ≥ 5 were eligible to join the study. 3,310 participants were eligible,               
of which 2,176 were enrolled. Sensor-based data were collected passively, from typical            
smartphone usage (aggregated call logs and messaging history for people with Android-based            
phones, and GPS data for both iOS and Android devices). The main outcomes of the study                
were depressive symptomatology, quantified by the PHQ-9. To learn local context, raw GPS             
data were processed using an unsupervised geospatial density clustering approach. The top            
geographic clusters for each participant were triangulated with external data sources (past            
weather records and Google place recognition service) to derive daily weather (e.g.,            
temperature, cloud cover) and contextual (e.g., visiting a park, bank, distance walked)            
geospatial features for each participant. We have also released the complete data featurization             
pipeline3. Association analyses and hierarchical modeling to account for participant-specific          
effects were used to analyze the data both at cohort and individual level including corrections for                
multiple comparisons.  
 
Results  
The overall user compliance was significantly better than other research-kit based studies(p <             
.0001). Considerable heterogeneity was seen amongst individuals when comparing the          
association of self-reported mood (PHQ-2/9 score) to various passive features, limiting the            
generation of a generalized cohort-level model for predicting mood (PHQ-2/9 score) based on             
passive features. Personalized models combining features provided better prediction         
performance (median area under the curve [AUC] > 0.50) for 80.6% of participants and very               
strong prediction in a subset (median AUC > 0.80) for 11.8% of participants. In the Brighten v2                 
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study where granular GPS data was available 76.4% users showed a significant association             
(FDR < .05) between weather patterns and weekly depression symptoms. Striking heterogeneity            
was observed in the association of weather patterns with 42.5% users showing positive and              
34.0% users showing a negative association with depressive symptoms; this was largely driven             
by variations in temperature. Further, geospatial location analysis showed a strong association            
(p < .0001) between location, including the time spent at each location, and depression severity.  
 
Conclusions 
These studies demonstrate the feasibility of conducting large-scale mobile based randomized           
trials and a marginal signal in the passive data to predict daily mood. However, further research                
is warranted to assess clinical relevance. Compliance was the primary factor affecting data             
analysis, and it limited our ability to draw inferences or employ predictive modeling at the cohort                
level. Studies are required to understand barriers and facilitators that are required to engage              
people, especially those with mental health issues.  
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